The Soviet Secret Services

There was a succession of Soviet secret police agencies over time. The first secret police after the October Revolution,
created by Vladimir Lenin's decree on December 20, , was called "Cheka" (). History of the Soviet state - Detailed
chronology - Leadership - See also.As a direct successor of such preceding agencies as Cheka, NKGB, NKVD and
MGB, a committee was attached to the Council of Ministers. It was the chief government agency of "union-republican
jurisdiction", acting as internal security, intelligence and secret police. History - In the US - In the Soviet Bloc - Notable
operations.The People's Commissariat for Internal Affairs abbreviated NKVD was the interior ministry of the The
functions of the OGPU (the secret police organization) were transferred to the NKVD in , giving it a They oversaw the
protection of Soviet borders and espionage (which included political assassinations), and History and structure - Yezhov
era - Ranking system (State - NKVD activities.Poison laboratory of the Soviet secret services, alternatively known as
Laboratory 1, Laboratory 12, and Kamera which means "The Cell" in Russian, was a.SVR RF is the official
foreign-operations successor to many prior Soviet-era foreign intelligence agencies, ranging from the original 'foreign
department' of the Cheka under Vladimir Lenin, to the OGPU and NKVD of the Stalinist era, followed by the First
Chief Directorate of the KGB.The Federal Security Service of the Russian Federation is the principal security agency of
Russia and the main successor agency to the USSR's Committee of.Pages in category "Soviet intelligence agencies". The
following 24 pages are in this category, out of 24 total. This list may not reflect recent changes (learn more) .Cheka:
Cheka,, early Soviet secret police agency and a forerunner of the KGB.Richard Deacon, the author of A History of the
Russian Secret Service (), has pointed out: "The truth is that Peters, despite his humble origins and his.Fewer people
know about the crimes committed by the Soviet secret police. Tragically, many of the men who headed the various
Soviet.A profile of Russian and Soviet intelligence agencies.The first Soviet Union security organization called
"Cheka". As the Soviet Union fell under the rule of Stalin the secret police gained unprecedented control.On Soviet
espionage, subversion and paramilitary techniques. Not very well organized.By Andrei Soldatov and Irina Borogan.
MOSCOWWhen the Soviet Union collapsed, many observers expected its fearsome intelligence.The Theory and
Practice of Soviet Intelligence, Alexander Orlov. Like the Western intelligence services, the Russians get information
about.SMERSH was the villainously evil Soviet intelligence agency that Goldfinger and Dr. No worked for in the James
Bond novels. Especially with a name like.From left, Prime Minister Dmitry Medvedev, Sergei Naryshkin, head of the
Russian Foreign Intelligence Service, President Vladimir Putin and.The All-Russian Extraordinary Commission
(Cheka). Wikicommons. The number of Russians who associate Soviet-era secret police with.Alexander Bortnikov,
head of the Federal Security Service (FSB) and a veteran of the old Soviet KGB, was predictable in his message.Russian
President Vladimir Putin has declared the infamous Soviet Cheka secret police integral to the country's history and
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stated that those.9 Sep - 91 min - Uploaded by Dommy Hilfiger KGB The Secret Work of the Soviet Secret Agents Full
Documentary. Dommy Hilfiger. Loading.Chekisti (cheka men) refers to the NKVD, derived from the name of the
original Soviet secret police, the Cheka. Shortly after becoming Prime Minister in Two 20th-century examples, that of
Russia and later the Soviet Union and that of Nazi Germany, illustrate the workings of modern secret police
forces.Mourn the founding of the Soviet secret police? Not in today's Russia. The feared Cheka force is celebrated in
picture by kids in Siberia's.Revelations from the Russian Archives. SECRET POLICE. From the beginning of their
regime, the Bolsheviks relied on a strong secret, or political, police to.
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